Abstract. An iterative method for solving a linear system Ax b produces iterates {xk with associated residual norms that, in general, need not decrease "smoothly" to zero. "Residual smoothing" techniques are considered that generate a second sequence {Yk via a simple relation yk (1 0k 
1. Introduction. In recent years, there has been a great deal of interest in iterative methods for solving a general nonsymmetric linear system where A 6 ;n n and x, b 6 n. The quality of the iterates {xk produced by a method is often judged by the behavior of {llrll}, where rk b Axk; in particular, it is usually desirable that {llr II} converge "smoothly" to zero.
In the widely used generalized minimal residual (GMRES) method [13] [12] , [4] and conjugate gradient squared (CGS) [15] , have certain advantages over GMRES but often exhibit very irregular residual-norm behavior. This irregular behavior has provided an incentive for the development of methods that have similar advantages but produce better behaved residual norms, such as the biconjugate gradient stabilized (Bi-CGSTAB) methods [10] , [17] and methods based on the quasi-minimal residual (QMR) approach [2] , [3] , [6] [7] [8] .
Another approach to generating well-behaved residual norms has been pursued in [14] and [18] . In this approach, an auxiliary sequence {yk} is generated from {xk} by a relation Y0 X0, (1.1) S_I(Fk--Sk-1) ( We describe a number of illustrative numerical experiments in 4 and discuss conclusions in 5.
A notational convention: When helpful, we denote iterates and residuals associated with a particular method by superscripts indicating that method. We consider the basic QMR method obtained from the general method in [7] by omitting diagonal scaling and using the classical nonsymmetric Lanczos process [11] and used a 100 100 mesh of equally spaced discretization points in D, so that the resulting linear systems were of dimension 10, 000. Discretization was by the usual second order centered differences. Preconditioning, when used, was with a fast Poisson solver from FISHPACK [16] . In all experiments, computing was done in double precision on Sun Microsystems workstations. 4.1. Comparing Algorithms 2.1 and 2.2. We compared the numerical performance of the mathematically equivalent MRS Algorithms 2.1 and 2.2 in the following two experiments. Experiment 1. This was a controlled experiment in which we artificially simulated the numerical breakdown of a convergent algorithm through exponential error growth. In each simulation, we first generated random A and b and computed x. A-b using a direct method; then, for k 0 kmax, we generated xk x. + 2-kuk for random uk, computed r b-Ax, and perturbedx +-x+(k/kmax)vkandr ,-r+(k/kmax)Wforrandom 3Here, "random" means having components that are sampled independently from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance. Random normal components were generated using the URAND subroutine from [5] followed by a Box-Muller transformation; see [5, p. 247 ]. In the particular experiment reported in Fig. 1 accuracy of QMR iterates are not intended to apply to the general QMR method of [7] , which uses the look-ahead Lanczos process; they only pertain to the soundness of (3. We next compared the performance of BCG, QMR, and MRS applied to BCG on this problem. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . Note that the solid curve in Fig. 5 We conclude by noting.recent related work. In [9] it is shown that iterates produced by certain pairs of "orthogonal error" methods can be related through ( (m) in [1] , and the possibility is raised of combining given {x (1) /x k to produce {Yk} by In [1] it is suggested that the o(i)'s be chosen to minimize the residual at yk, but more general k choices may be useful. For example, the QMR squared method of [8] can be obtained from the CGS iterates and certain auxiliary quantities through a relation of the form (5.1) in which (1) xk Yk-; see(4.11) of [8, p. 9] .
